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The compositional variation of the non-reversing enthalpy at Tg, DHnr(x), in GexSe100�x glasses decreases abruptly by an

order of magnitude as x increases to xc(1) = 19.5(5)%, the rigidity transition, and then remains minuscule till x increases to
xc(2) = 26.0(5)%, when the term abruptly increases by an order of magnitude as glasses become stressed-rigid. The rigid but
unstressed networks formed in between these two transitions represent the Intermediate Phase (IP). The square-well like varia-
tion of DHnr(x), also known as the reversibility window develops sloping walls, then a triangular shape and eventually

disappears as glasses of increasing heterogeneity are studied. The DHnr term ages over weeks outside the IP but not inside the
IP. Raman line shapes of as-quenched melts are quite similar to those of Tg-cycled glasses for compositions in the IP, but not
outside the IP– an optical analog of the thermal reversibility window. Variations of Molar volumes, display a global mini-

mum in the IP and a pronounced increase outside that phase. Physical behavior of dry and homogeneous chalcogenide glasses
that leads to sharp elastic and chemical phase transitions remains to be understood theoretically. The physics of network may
be even more interesting than hitherto recognized.

Introduction

Bulk glass formation occurs in insulating, semi-
conducting, metallic and H-bonded materials systems,
but in selected range of chemical compositions. What
is so special about these select melt compositions that

can be cooled slowly to bypass crystallization and
yield large (gram sized) bulk glasses? Important clues
to understanding this unusual behavior evolved from
Rigidity theory and experiment,1–13 which have shown
that bulk glass formation usually occurs in ranges
when networks become isostatic1 at an optimal con-
nectivity. The theory starts from fundamental interac-
tions including bond-stretching and bond-bending
forces between atoms, and identifies metastability of
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covalent glassy networks in terms of non-local internal
network stress, and not intensive free energies.
Thorpe2,12 independently identified a new class of
cyclical or floppy modes in simulations of realistically
compacted yet fully disordered 3D mean-field models.
By establishing the count of floppy modes as a func-
tion of the number of central and non-central valence
bond forces – Phillips1 and Thorpe2,12 discovered the
Stiffness Transition- the connectivity related flexible to
stressed-rigid elastic phase transition, which has
become the focus of modern theory of network
glasses. To test these elegant ideas much experimental
work3–5,8,9,11,13 has continued in the field since the
mid-1980s. And as data on several families of covalent
and ionically modified covalent systems evolved, it
emerged starting in the late 1990s that there are actu-
ally two distinct elastic phase transitions4,5,11 and not
just one as predicted. These two transitions now
widely recognized,3–13 are the rigidity transition fol-
lowed by a stress transition observed at slightly higher
network connectivity. In random networks these two
transitions coincide, i.e., rigidity and stress both nucle-
ate once the network connectivity exceeds the stiffness
transition value of �r = 2.40 for 3D systems. Here �r
represents the mean coordination number of a net-
work. In real systems, networks apparently recon-
nect6,8 to minimize stress when �r is near 2.40, with
the opening of an intervening region between the
onset of rigidity and that of stress transitions known as
the Intermediate phase. The phase represents a rigid
but stress-free state of disordered matter.3,8,12 Experi-
ments also show that the Intermediate Phase (IP) glass
compositions possess unexpected physical proper-
ties,4,5,8,13 they possess almost thermally reversing glass
transitions14,15 that barely age, display characteristic
elastic power-laws, and form space filling networks.
Recently it was shown16 that the thermally reversing
character of the glass transition is a consequence of
the isostatic nature of such networks.

We have recently addressed17 some of the challenges
in synthesizing homogeneous non-stoichiometric Gex
Se100-x glasses (see Part I). Herein we report17,18 on the
optical, thermal, and mechanical properties of these spe-
cially synthesized glasses, which provide striking evidence
of three abrupt transitions, two elastic and one chemical
in nature; a rigidity transition near xc(1) = 19.5(3)%,
stress transition near xc(2) = 26.0(3)%, and a chemical
transition near xc(3) = 31.5(3)%. The finding of sharp
elastic phase transitions, we hope will stimulate

discussions amongst theorists and experimentalists alike,
and assist in unraveling the fundamental nature of these
critical points including the elusive nature of glass
transition.19

Dispersive Raman Scattering

All Raman scattering measurements on glasses made
use of a dispersive system (Model T 64,000; Horiba, Jo-
bin Yvon Inc). A 5 mW of 647 nm radiation from a
Kr-ion laser with a 50 lm spot size was brought to a
line focus on a glass sample wetting the inside surface of
evacuated quartz tubes. Laser-power density was
~10 W/cm2, and kept low to suppress photo-structural
effects5,11 in these soft materials. The back scattered
radiation was analyzed in the triple subtractive mode
using a CCD Detector. An accumulation typically lasted
2 min. The advantages of using red (647 nm) instead of
NIR radiation (1064 nm) to obtain complete and reli-
able DOVS in glasses was mentioned earlier in Part I.
Figure 1 displays spectra at a few glass compositions in
the GexSe100-x binary. The observed lineshapes were
analyzed as a superposition of Gaussians using Peak Fit
software (Fig. 2). Raman lineshapes of as-quenched
melts were compared to Tg-cycled glasses in Fig. 3, and
show these to be almost identical in the narrow compo-
sitional window, 20% < x < 26%, but not outside that
select window.

Modulated Differential Scanning Calorimetry
(mDSC)

A model 2920 mDSC from TA Instruments Inc.
was used to investigate the nature of glass transitions.
The instrument can be operated in either the DSC or
the mDSC mode. The m-DSC mode offers the advan-
tage of providing the total heat flow (as in DSC) and
also the reversing- and the non-reversing heat flow
components20,21 (Fig. 4) that make up the total heat
flow. In all measurements we used a 3°C/min scan rate,
1°C T- modulation amplitude, and 100s modulation
period to examine glass transitions.

The component of the total heat flow that tracks
the programmed sinusoidal T- oscillations is the reversing
heat flow. It captures quasi-equilibrium thermodynamic
properties of the metastable glass state, specifically its
heat-capacity jump (DCp), and Tg established from
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the inflexion point. Scan rate-related kinetic shifts are
eliminated by averaging Tg obtained in a heating cycle
followed by a cooling one. The typical error in Tg is 2°
C. Compositional trends in Tg(x) and DCp(x) appear in
Figs. 5a and b, respectively, and show that while Tg

increases monotonically with x, DCp(x) terms remain
independent of x near a value of 0.035 cal/g across a

wide range in x. A parallel result of DCp(x) was noted
earlier on the GexAsxSe100-2x ternary

22 (Fig. 5b).
We have fit the Tg(x) variation in glasses to a poly-

nomial, resulting in Eq. (1) below.

Tg ðxÞ ¼ 39:781þ 8:702x � 0:271x2 þ 0:011x3 ð1Þ

The smooth line in the plot of Fig. 5a is a plot of eq.
(1), and it reproduces the observed Tg(x) variation to an
accuracy of 2°C. The monotonic increase of Tg(x) also
provides a check on glass composition x, and can be used
to estimate the error in x, which we place near 0.1%. The
slope dTg/dx reaches a maximum near x = 31.5%
(Fig. 5a). We also observe a sharp cusp in the non-revers-
ing enthalpy ΔHnr(x) near x = 31.5%, and a reduction at
higher x, which is signature of a loss of network connectiv-
ity due to nanoscale phase separation23 of the backbone.

At select compositions DSC experiments were per-
formed at a scan rate of 10°C/min (Fig. 6), which have
permitted comparison with earlier reports. The results
of Sreeram et al.24 are quite close to the present ones at
x = 10% and 23%, but less so at other compositions.
The data of Guin et al.25 show a broad trend similar to
the present results except their Tg(x) values are consis-
tently 10–15°C lower than the present results. We have
also measured Tg of present homogenized glasses that
were wet, and find these to be about 10°C lower than
the dry ones (see Table I in Part I). These observations
suggest that the glass samples reported in Refs. 24–26
are probably not as dry as the present ones.

Fig. 2. Raman line shape of a bulk glass at x = 20% deconvolut-
ed in terms of Gaussians using Peak Fit software. The FWHM,
centroid and scattering strength of the CS mode (green), the ES
mode (yellow) and the Sen chain mode (brown) were obtained.

Fig. 1. Raman scattering of homogenized GexSe100-x glasses
show growth in scattering strength of modes of Corner-Sharing
(200/cm) and Edge-Sharing (217/cm) tetrahedra at the expense
of the Sen chain mode (250/cm) as x increases in the 10%
< x < 33.33% range. At x > 31.5%, a pair of new modes
appears near 247 and 180/cm, and their scattering strength
increases with x. These modes are identified with Se-Se and
Ge-Ge stretch vibrations in Se-rich and Ge-rich nanophases,
respectively.
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One of the first indications that glass compositions
in the range, 20% < x < 26%, behave differently from
others emerged from the enthalpy ΔHnr(x). In an
mDSC measurement by subtracting the integrated area
under the peak observed upon cooling (exotherm) from
the peak observed upon heating (endotherm), one
obtains (Fig. 4) the modulation frequency corrected
ΔHnr(x) term.20,21 The much higher sensitivity of the
mDSC (AC method) over DSC (DC method) permits
use of much lower scan rates (1°C/min vs 10°C/min),
and allows one to examine narrow thermal events, such
as Tgs in aged selenides.27 We find that the ΔHnr(x)
term (Fig. 5c, curve F) abruptly decreases by an order
of magnitude to almost vanish (~0) as x increases to
19.5%, and to remain minuscule till x > 26.0% when

the term increases abruptly by an order of magnitude
again to display a square-well like behavior. The global
minimum in ΔHnr(x) term in the 20% < x < 26%
range, is the reversibility window, a feature characteris-
tic of isostatic networks.16

We also examined the effect of aging samples at
room temperature and separately at 240°C. In these
measurements, glass samples in hermetically sealed Al
pans were rerun 2 weeks after aging at room tempera-
ture, and these data (A1) appear in Fig. 5c as the open
circles (red). All compositions except those in the
20% < x < 26%, show a general increase in the
ΔHnr(x) term upon aging with the step near x = 19.5%
becoming abrupt but not the one near 26%. Samples
at higher x (>26%) possess a Tg that exceeds 260°C.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Fig. 3. Raman scattering of melt- quenched glasses taken before and after Tg cycling. At (c) x = 22% and (d) 24% (in the IP), spectra
of the as-quenched melts are almost identical to those of Tg-cycled glasses, but such is not the case for compositions, (a) x = 15%, (b)
17%, (e) 31% and (f) 33.0% that are outside the IP.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 4. Modulated – DSC scans of bulk GexSe100-x glasses at
indicated glass compositions “x”. Each panel shows four signals;
the total, reversing and non-reversing heat flow in the heating
cycle, and the non-reversing heat flow in the cooling cycle. Note
that the enthalpy of relaxation, DHnr term at x = 20% shows a
global minimum, a composition in the IP.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 5. Summary of mDSC results on GexSe100-x bulk glasses
showing (a) variations in Tg(x)( ) and dTg/dx (▽). (b) ΔCp (x)
and (c) non-reversing heat flow DHnr(x). In panel (a) Tg(x) from
the work of Feng et al.5 ( ), Sharma et al.28 ( ) are included
for comparison. Tg of wet samples ( ) at x = 19% and at
x = 33.33% are included. In panel (b) ΔCp (x) trends from
Feng et al.5 ( ) on GexSe100-x binary and Wang et al.22 on the
GexAsxSe100-2x ternary ( ○) are included. In panel (c), DHnr(x)
trends in fresh (F) glasses ( ▼), glasses aged (A1) for 2 weeks at
RT ( ), glasses aged (A2) at 240°C for 2 weeks ( ) are
included. Trends in DHnr(x) reported by Feng et al. ( ),
displaying a near triangular variation with x is included for
comparison. The increase in DHnr term in wet ( ) glasses is
compared to that in dry ones ( ▼) at the arrows. See text.
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These glasses were aged at 240°C for 2 weeks, and the
data (A2) reveal the ΔHnr(x) term to now abruptly
increase near x = 26%. Several glass compositions, such
as at x = 30%, 31.5%, 32%, showed a small fraction
of the glasses to crystallize upon aging at 240°C but
not the ones at 27%, 28%, 29%, and 33.3%. XRD
investigations show that the crystalline phase to nucle-
ate is the metastable Ge4Se9 phase.

18

Thermal properties of wet glasses differ from their
dry counterparts as follows. Tgs of wet samples (Fig. 6)
are lower than dry ones. Furthermore, ΔHnr(x) in wet
samples are measurably larger than in dry ones. These
data form part of a systematic trend (Part I) that can
be reconciled with bonded water producing dangling
(Ge-OH and H-Se) ends.28

Molar Volumes and Network Packing

The second property of glasses of interest are their
molar volumes, which show a broad minimum in the
20% < x < 26% range, the reversibility window, fol-
lowed by a precipitous increase outside that window.
We have also projected in the plot of Fig. 7, the Vm(x)
data for the two wet samples synthesized at x = 19%
and 33.33%, and find that their Vm(x) is lower than
their dry counterparts, a behavior noted earlier in oxi-
des29 as well. At x = 33.33%, the Vm(x) reduction is

about 2.6%. At x = 19%, close to the reversibility win-
dow, the reduction in Vm(x) is much smaller, about
0.3%. We are aware of three previous studies26,30,31

where rather complete Vm(x) trends on the present bin-
ary are reported, and these data are included in the plot
of Fig. 7. Our Vm(x) trends are similar to previous
reports but there are notable differences as well. In two
cases26,30 a broad minimum in Vm(x) is also observed
in the reversibility window but the increase of Vm(x)
outside the window is nearly halved, a feature that is
probably due to glass heterogeneity. The Vm(x) data of
Feltz et al.26 are about 2% lower than the Mahadevan
data30 across the board. These Vm(x) (Fig. 7) results
unequivocally show that glass compositions in the
reversibility window form space filling networks.

Short range covalent forces determine the nature of
local structures while long range ones determine net-
work packing manifested in space filling. The global
minimum in Vm(x) in the IP is most likely the conse-
quence of a minimal count of both floppy modes12 and
redundant bonds12 in that phase, which permits the
network as a whole to adapt and reconnect, expel stress
and compact globally. The stress-free character of glass
compositions in the IP was elucidated earlier in Pres-
sure Raman experiments.32 A critical externally applied
pressure Pc(x) could be identified when Raman modes
first blue shift. The pressure Pc(x) provides a measure
of network stress, and displays a trend that closely
mimics that of DHnr(x). These data all strongly point
to a new functionality of adaptation6,7 acquired by net-
works in the narrow IP window that is ascribed to self-
organization.

Optical Analog of the Reversibility Window

The third signature that batch compositions in the
19.5% < x < 26% window behave differently from
those outside that window come from Raman line-
shapes of the as quenched melts when compared to their
Tg-cycled glass counterparts (Fig. 3). The Raman vibra-
tional density of states (VDOS) of as-quenched melts at
x = 22%, and 24% appear remarkably similar to their
Tg-cycled glassy counterparts. Raman VDOS at compo-
sitions both below (x = 15% and 17%) and above
(x = 31% and 33%) that window show steadily
increasing differences as one goes away from that win-
dow. Cooling melt compositions across Tg showing lit-
tle or no change in molecular structure in the window

Fig. 6. Variation in DSC measured Tg(x) in present dry ( )
and wet ( ) glasses compared with those reported earlier by Guin
et al25 (●), Sreeram et al24 ( ). The DSC scan rate in all mea-
surements was kept at 10°C/min.
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is a feature that is identified with strong melts. Melt
compositions outside the window, such as at x > 26%
(Fig. 3), not only show increased residual scattering
and but also systematically higher concentration of
edge-sharing (ES) units over CS ones compared to their
Tg-cycled glass counterparts. Cooling such glass compo-
sitions across Tg leads to more ordered structures. In
particular, at x = 17% and 15%, the scattering strength
of the CS mode decreases substantially in the Tg-cycled
glasses. Melts of batch compositions outside the IP
clearly undergo substantial configurational changes
upon structural arrest at Tg, and are viewed as fragile,33

and possess an increased activation energy of viscosity
as one goes away from the window.16,34

Raman Mode Scattering Strengths and Non-
Stochastic Evolution of Glass Structure

Dispersive Raman measurements, performed at a
fixed laser-power density at all glass compositions, have
permitted establishing compositional variation of mode
scattering strengths. In Figs. 8a–d, we plot the scatter-
ing strength variation of the CS (ICS(x)) and ES
(IES(x)) modes, and scattering strength ratios of chain-
mode (CM) to CS mode (ICM(x)/ICS(x)), and sepa-
rately ES to CS mode (IES(x)/ICS(x)). We find ICS(x)

varies linearly with x in the 0 < x < 33.3% except for
the 15% < x < 26% range. The linear variation is the
expected stochastic variation as Ge atoms cross-link Sen-
chains of the base glass leading to a fully polymerized
glass at x = 33.33%. The non-stochastic ICS(x) variation
in the 15% < x < 26% range, is also reflected in the
ICM(x)/ICS(x) variation; the Sen-chain fragments
decrease and the GeSe4 CS-tetrahedra increase at a rate
faster than the average behavior in the 15% < x < 20%
range, but that behavior saturates in the
20% < x < 26% range (Figs. 8a and c), the IP. The
faster growth rate clearly relates to onset of network
rigidity as x approaches near 20%, while the saturation
reflects the network adapting to expel stress in IP.35

Equally fascinating is the rich variation of IES(x)
(Fig. 8b); a slow increase in the 0% < x < 19% range,
that slows down further in the 19% < x < 26%, the IP,
before increasing super-linearly in the 26% < x < 31.5%
range with a power n1 = 2.30, and super-linearly again in
the nanoscale phase separated range, 31.5% <
x < 33.33%, but with a reduced power-law n2 = 1.40. It
is instructive to compare IES(x) data with those of IES(x)/
ICS(x). Both sets of data show a rapid conversion of CS
units to ES ones at x > 26% (Figs. 8b and d) in the
stressed-rigid regime. The rapid increase of the scattering
strength ratio IES(x)/ICS(x) from 0.20 at x = 26% to
0.37 near x = 33.33% provides a convenient meeting
point for many types of investigations on the present bin-
ary. To convert the Raman scattering strength ratio,
IES(x)/ICS(x), into an ES/CS fraction, knowledge of the
matrix element contributions is necessary. These were
estimated36 using cluster calculations, and the Raman
cross-sections to excite the ES and CS modes were found,
respectively, to be 40.5 and 47.9 A4/amu. If one assumes
a 10% error on these estimates, then the CS and ES
Raman cross-sections become nearly the same, and the
Raman IES(x)/ICS(x) ratios provide a good measure of
the ES/CS fractions in the glasses. That view is
independently corroborated from neutron structure
factors, which place the ES/CS fraction at x = 20%37

and at x = 33.33%38 to be near 0.22(3) and 0.35(4),
respectively. Recent 77Se NMR experiments39 also
suggest that fraction to increase with x in harmony with
the Raman and neutron scattering results (Fig. 8d).
First-Principles calculation of the 77Se NMR chemical
shifts in GeSe4 and GeSe2 provide guidance on precise
assignments of the NMR signals to specific local struc-
tures.40 These theory results also rule out a simplistic
inhomogeneous mixing of Se and GeSe2 nanophases as a

Fig. 7. Variations in molar volumes (Vm(x)) of present dry ( )
and wet ( ) GexSe100-x glasses are compared to earlier reports by
Mahadevan et al.30 ( ), Feltz et al.26 (■), and Senapati et al31

( ). Note the much larger increase in VM(x) is observed at
x < 20% and at x > 26% in the present set of samples than in
earlier reports.
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possible description of these binary glasses (see ref. 17 in
part I). We identify the rapid conversion of CS units to
ES ones at x > 26% (Fig. 8d) to growth of the quasi 2D
structural motifs based on the structure of a-GeSe2 par-
ticularly as x exceeds 31.5% and glasses segregate into
Ge-rich and Se-rich nanophases (see below). The struc-
tural motif also known as the outrigger raft is character-
ized by an ES/CS fraction of 0.50. Note that the ES/CS
fraction in glasses rapidly increases with x to approach a
value of 0.38 at x = 33.3% (Fig. 8) but never attains the
value of 0.50 characteristic of the α-GeSe2 structure.

The Three Elastic Phases

To further understand implications of the pres-
ent results it is useful to compare predictions of

Rigidity theory with the present experimental data.
The rigidity and stress transitions in amorphous net-
works are percolative in nature as shown by the
Pebble game.2 These simulations show isostatically
rigid clusters first percolate at the Rigidity transition.
With a further increase of network connectivity,
redundant bonds first onset near the stress transition
in the network at the second transition. In between
these two elastic phase transitions, we have disor-
dered networks that are rigid but stress-free. Numer-
ical experiments place elasticity in the stressed-rigid
phase to increase as a power-law in �r .41,42 The
power-law prediction was first confirmed in Raman
optical elasticity and IR reflectance experiments.43

The present Raman results on homogeneous glasses
provide more accurate values of the underlying elas-
tic power-laws.

Fig. 8. Variation of Raman mode scattering strength of (a) CS mode (ICS(x)) (b) ES mode (IES(x)), (c) and mode scattering strength
ratio of CM to CS,(I(CM)/I(CS)) and (d) of ES to CS, I(ES)/I(CS)) in the present binary. In (d), (□ ) give 77Se NMR results from ref.
39. ( ) give neutron scattering results from ref. 37 and 38. The linear variation of ICS(x) with x in (a) is the expected stochastic behav-
ior. The departure from linearity shown by the shaded range, 15% < x < 26%, is of non-stochastic origin. Trend in IES(x) in (b) is
almost linear in the 10% <x < 26% range, but power- law like at higher x. The markers xnst(x), xc(1), xc(2) and xc(3) represent,
respectively, transitions in the onset of non-stochastic behavior, rigidity, stress, and nanoscale phase separation. See text for details.
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Optical Elastic Power-Laws

The Stressed-Rigid Phase

CS- and ES- units form part of the network
backbone in the present binary glasses. Their mode
frequency squared provides a measure of network
optical elasticity. Variations in the CS- and ES-
mode frequency squared, m2(x) can be analyzed to
extract optical elastic power-laws in the stressed-rigid
(Figs. 9 and 10a and b) phase using the relation41,42

m2 � m2c ¼ Aðx � xcÞp ð2Þ

In eq. (2), mc represents the Raman mode fre-
quency at the elastic threshold composition xc. Two
methods were used to independently ascertain the
power-law “p”; a polynomial fit using eq. (2), and
separately a log-log plot to the m(x) data as discussed
elsewhere.18 The dual approach works rather well,
and the results (Figs. 10a and b) place the rigidity
transition, xc(1) = 19.5%, the stress-transition
xc(2) = 26.0(3)%, the optical elasticity power-law for
CS mode, p2

CS = 1.50(3) and for ES mode, p2
ES =

1.47 (3).
These power-laws (p2

CS and p2
ES) for the

stressed-rigid phase from the CS and ES mode fre-
quency variation give essentially the same value. This
is as one would expect given that both local struc-
tural units form part of the same stressed-rigid back-
bone. These results are in harmony with the
numerically predicted value of 1.5041 and 1.4042

using the standard random network model of glasses.
These Raman results unequivocally show glassy net-
works formed at x > xc(2) in the present binary
glasses are in the stressed-rigid phase.

The Intermediate Phase

We have also deduced the elastic power-law in the
IP (Fig. 10c) using the variation of CS-mode frequency
and find, p1 = 1.1(1). The analysis also yields a thresh-
old value for the rigidity transition near xc(1) = 19.5
(3)%. There are currently no theoretical predictions
available for the elastic power-law in the IP, although
this is not because of a lack of an attempt.44

In the present homogeneous samples, the abrupt
variation in DHnr(x) near the rigidity and stress
transitions reflects the percolative nature of the two

elastic phase transitions.2 The vanishing of the DHnr(x)
term in the IP reflects the intrinsically isostatic16 nature
of that phase. From a general viewpoint, such a result
can be understood qualitatively from energy landscape
approaches. At low connectivity (in the flexible Se-rich
compositions), the energy of the system is dominated
by the presence a few principal minima corresponding
to the bond energy between Se atoms and between Ge
and Se. The number of these minima is obviously pro-
portional to �r , and contains also a contribution arising
from floppy modes, because for each deformation
mode, there are a certain number of associated energy
minima. Overall, the complexity (the number of local
minima) of the energy landscape is proportional to �r
which decreases when the concentration of Ge
increases. At the other end, one has a rough energy
landscape with an increased number of principal min-
ima proportional to �r . In between, there is a composi-
tional region where �r is optimal and the fraction of
floppy modes small, leading to a simple energy land-
scape where relaxation is optimized.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 9. Compositional variation of (a) CS-, ES- mode fre-
quency, mCS(x), mES(x) (b) CM mode frequency mCM(x). The
markers xnst, xc(1), xc(2) are the same as in Fig. 8. See text.
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If one follows the models proposed for the IP12,45

one finds changes at the thresholds defining the IP to
be controlled by specific structural parameters. In the
SICA approach,45 the jump at the stress transition is
controlled by the fraction of ES units, with a smaller
jump when the ES fraction is increased. The structural
signature of the stress transition as revealed in MD sim-
ulations46,47 consists of asymmetric bending motion of
angular excursions around the Ge atom when a net-
work becomes stressed-rigid. The rigidity transition
appears mostly controlled by energy considerations (loss
of floppy modes) while the stress transition is driven by
entropic considerations (large configurational changes).
These effects are enhanced in multicomponent systems
with several isostatic structures that also widen the IP
width.48 The present findings suggest that the sharpness
of the reversibility window upon aging results from a
conversion of ES tetrahedra to CS ones. Figure 3 shows
that the intensity of the 217/cm mode corresponding
to ES tetrahedra to decrease when a glass is Tg-cycled,
i.e., relaxed (Fig. 3). These findings suggest that a
decrease in the fraction of ES units upon aging corre-
lates with the sharpness of the IP boundaries.

Sharpening of the Intermediate Phase Boundaries
and Glass Homogeneity

The reversibility window in GexSe100-x glasses was
examined in two previous reports. The data of Fig. 11a
are taken from the first report on the subject by X.Feng
et al.5 in 1997, and the one in Fig. 11b from the
second report49in 2009. In ref. 5, melts were reacted at
950°C for 2 days, while in ref. 49 they were reacted at
950°C for 4 days. The reversibility window from the
present work (Fig. 11c) comes from melts that were
reacted at 950°C for 7 days. It is useful to mention
that the source of starting materials, their purity and
lump size, batch size (2 g), and vacuum sealing was
kept the same in all three set of investigations. The
only variable was the reaction time, tR of the starting
materials at 950°C. These data of Fig. 11 highlight
rather directly the crucial role of batch homogeneity on
the sharpness of reversibility window.

The square-well like variation of DHnr(x) in the
present glasses of proven homogeneity (Fig. 11c), sug-
gests a simple model for correlating the average window
width <W>, and the width at DHnr(x) = 0, W0, with
the glass sample heterogeneity, Dx, characterizing fluc-

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 10. Elastic power-law (p) and threshold (xc) deduced
from (a) CS- (b) ES- mode frequency variation in the
stressed-rigid phase, and (c) CS mode in the Intermediate phase.
See text.
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tuations of Ge-stoichiometry across a batch composi-
tion. We define <W> as the width between the mid-
points of the walls of the reversibility window. As
shown earlier in Part I, Raman profiling experiments
permit measuring Dx directly. If we take DHnr(x) to
have a bimodal distribution, i.e., DHnr(x) = 0 in the
reversibility window, and to take on a value of 1 cal/g
outside the window (Fig. 12d), we can model
the expected variation of DHnr(x) as a function of
the heterogeneity parameter Dx. Let us take <W> =
W0 = 6.5% at Dx = 0. Now, if the heterogeneity
Dx = 3%, then in its simplest form one can expect
DHnr(x) to vanish only near the window center, i.e.,
x = 23%, and to display a triangular variation
(Fig. 12a), a behavior reminiscent of the results
(Fig. 11a) of X Feng et al.4 Modeling results also show
that the window width W0 steadily increases as Dx
decreases from 3% to 0%. The modeling results also
place the average window width <W> to remain almost
the same for heterogeneity variation in the 3% >
Dx > 0% range (Fig. 13). At Dx > 4%, the window
depth begins to decrease, and at still higher Dx the win-
dow disappears. In glasses studied49 in 2009, the
observed reversibility window (Fig. 11b) width W0 was
found to be 4%, and the plot of Fig. 13 predicts the
heterogeneity Dx = 1%, in reasonable agreement to the
Raman profiling results for the x = 19% glass sample
reacted for tR = 96h. The heterogeneity Dx is deduced
from the spread in scattering strength ratio of the CS/
ES vibrational modes in the observed lineshapes. Thus,
the model introduced here provides a quantitative
means to directly correlate calorimetric results on W0

with glass heterogeneity, Dx, from Raman profiling
experiments. An interesting spinoff of the model is
that even when samples are not completely homoge-
neous, i.e., Dx is finite and less than 3%, one can
reliably infer the <W> of the reversibility window by
taking the separation between the midpoints of the
walls (Fig. 13).

Our Tg(x) results also reveal that for glass samples
that possess a small heterogeneity, such as Dx = 2.5%,
the Tg(x) variation is almost the same as found in the
very homogeneous samples (Dx = 0). In Fig. 5a, note
that the Tg(x) variation of present homogeneous sam-
ples (smooth red line in Fig. 5a) nearly coincides with
the Tg(x) variation reported by Feng et al.7 shown as
green open circles. This is the case because Tg(x) varia-
tion is a slowly varying function of x, and for heteroge-
neous samples, in effect, one averages Tg over two or

three adjacent compositions. Thus, presence of some
heterogeneity of glass composition is not reflected in Tg

trends, but becomes transparent dramatically in the
enthalpy of relaxation at Tg.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 11. Reversibility window in GexSe100-x glasses reported (a)
by Feng et al.5 (1997), (b) Boolchand et al49 (2009) and (c)
Bhosle et al.17 (2011). As glass samples homogenize (a?b?c)
the reversibility window becomes square-well like.
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The presence of water impurities in glasses, such as
the one examined at x = 19% and 33.33% (Fig. 5a),
leads to a rather large depression of Tg: from 171(1)°C
to 158(1)°C at x = 19%, and from 425 (1)°C to 420
(1)°C at x = 33.33%. Furthermore, we observe a mea-
surable increase in DHnr(x) from 0.36(5) cal/g to 0.55
(5) cal/g at x = 19%, and from 0.52(5) cal/g to 0.75
(5) cal/g at x = 33.33%. These data are summarized in
Table I of Paper I. The reduction in Tg is the natural
consequence of bridging Se atom in the network (Ge-
Se-Ge) being replaced by Ge-OH …H–Se–Ge. The
same loss of connectivity that produces the Ge-OH and

Se-H dangling ends in the network are also responsible
for the increase of the DHnr(x) term as the glass softens
near Tg. The heat intake upon glass softening due to
these dangling ends is non-ergodic in nature, and it con-
tributes to an increased non-reversing enthalpy as
expected. These data underscore the crucial role of melt
dryness, purity, and homogeneity to establish the intrin-
sic physical behavior of these nanostructured systems.

Ideal Glasses, Melt Fragilities, and Intermediate
Phases

The observation of a thermally reversing window
correlates with Raman VDOS, which show little or no
change across Tg (Fig. 3) for window compositions.
This is a profound result, and raises fundamental issues.
Both the calorimetric and optical data point to the fact
that the configurational entropy change across Tg for
these privileged IP compositions are minuscule, i.e.,
glassy networks in the IP possess liquid-like entropy.
Not surprisingly, melt fragilities also reveal a minimum
for IP compositions in the chalcogenides. Here the
melt fragility data at x > 25% are difficult to obtain
from traditional viscosity measurements because of the
tendency of such melts to crystallize. Melts in the
reversibility window not only display high glass-form-
ing tendency,1,50 but also form rigid and stress-free
networks that hardly age. We associate these properties
with self-organized glasses that are also ideal glasses in
the sense that the glass-forming tendency is optimized.

Fig. 12. Model variation of reversibility window from (d) a
square- well like shape in homogeneous glasses ((Δx = 0), (c) to
a trapezoidal shape for glasses with some heterogeneity Δx = 1%,
and (b) Δx = 2%, to (a) a triangular variation at Δx = 3%.
The average window- width, <W>, as measured by the spacing
between the mid-point of the walls remains nearly constant in
the 0% < (Δx) < 3% range. The part of the window corre-
sponding to a vanishing DHnr(x), i.e., Wo, steadily decreases as
glass heterogeneity (Δx) increases.

Fig. 13. Model prediction of reversibility window average
width <W> and the width Wo as a function of increasing glass
heterogeneity (Δx).
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The issue was discussed by J.C. Phillips a long time
ago50 when he identified regions of high glass-forming
tendency with glass compositions that could be realized
by slow cooling of melts. The results showed that the
tendency is optimized for networks possessing a con-
nectivity somewhat lower than the critical mean coordi-
nation number �r = rc = 2.40, corresponding to the
mean-field rigidity transition. An increase of cooling
rate (from air quench to water quench) increased the
glass-forming region up to �r = 2.67. Similarly, it has
been recognized that51,52 ideal glasses are those for
which melt viscosity remains high even as temperature
is lowered. For this reason, glasses form more easily at
eutectics because of freezing-point depression, which
brings the system to lower temperatures with high vis-
cosity serving to inhibit crystallization. However, when
comparing the phase diagram of the present binary
with Fig. 5 (giving the IP), there is clearly no correla-
tion between the location of an eutectic and the one of
the IP. These findings show that it is, indeed, the flexi-
bility and rigidity of networks that controls the ease of
glass formation.

Our calorimetric results show DCp(x) to be
independent of x in the 10% < x < 33.33% range
(Fig. 6b). We compare DCp(x) data on the present sam-
ples with those reported by Feng et al.5, and find that
for both sets of data, within the errors of measurement,
DCp(x) = 0.035(5) cal/g/°C or 1.17R at Ge20Se80,
where R represents the Gas constant of 8.3 Joule/mole/
K. The Cp glass (x = 20%) = 0.06 cal/g/°C below Tg,
translates into a molar specific heat of 2.35R. The molar
specific heat in the liquid Cp

liquid (x = 20%) = 3.51R at
T > Tg, a value somewhat greater than the Dulong Petit
value for Cv = 3R in monotomic solids. This is as it
should be given that Cp = Cv + a2TV/KT, where a and
KT represent, respectively, the thermal expansion and
isothermal compressibility of the melt. A value of
DCp(x) = 0.035(5) cal/g/°C was also noted22 earlier in
ternary GexAsxSe100-2x glasses over a wide range of com-
positions x (Fig. 6b). These DCp(x) data were obtained
by analyzing the step in the reversing heat flow in
mDSC experiments.

The mDSC results are compelling in suggesting
that there appears little or no correlation between melt-
fragilities and DCp(x) in the present chalcogenides. The
DCp term remains independent of x over a wide com-
position range (10% < x < 33.3%), a finding that is at
odds with the view advanced by Angell.53 On the other
hand, melt fragilities (Fig. 14) correlate well with the

enthalpy of relaxation DHnr(x). The correlation appears
physically appealing since both Tg and DHnr are of
non-ergodic origin, underscoring the non-equilibrium
nature of the glass transition. The DCp term is of ergo-
dic origin and most likely of vibrational character,
which should be distinguished from the DHnr term that
is largely configurational in nature.

The present work on chalcogenides glasses shows
that ideal glasses rarely occur in monolithic stoichiome-
tric systems like SiO2, As2S3, B2O3 or GeSe2. They form
at non-stoichiometric compositions and particularly in
multi-component systems22,54,55 where numerous iso-
static local structures can open wide compositional win-
dows of self-organization. These new ideas are in
contrast to the prevailing view of an ideal glass53 realized
by slow cooling stoichiometric melts to approach the
configurational entropy close to that of the correspond-
ing crystal at a low temperature, usually identified as the
Kauzmann temperature.56

Onset of Nanoscale Phase Separation in GexSe1-x
Glasses at x > 31.5%

A chemically ordered continuous random network
(COCRN) model description of the present glasses
appeared in the early 1980s and gained popularity. Such
a model requires that Ge-Ge bonds first appear once
x > 33.33%, the chemical threshold. The observation of

Fig. 14. Variations in melt fragility m(x) ( ) from viscosity
measurements by Stolen et al.33 and in enthalpy of relaxation
DHnr term ( ▼) show a global minima in the Intermediate
Phase.
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broken chemical order of GeSe2 glass,1,57,58 which
initiates at x > 31.5% as Ge-Ge bonds first appear23 in
the network, is a feature of experimental data that are dif-
ficult to reconcile with a COCRN model. The maximum
in the slope dTg/dx near xc(3) = 31.5% in the present
glasses is the signature of segregation of Ge-Ge bonds in
the network once they first nucleate. The structural
evidence first emerged from 119Sn Mossbauer spectros-
copy23 and Raman scattering23 experiments. These
Ge-Ge bonds form part of ethane-like units that appar-
ently decouple or nanoscale phase separate from the
backbone. The decoupling is suggested by the sudden
decrease of the slope dTg/dx, and the non-reversing
enthalpy DHnr(x) once x > xc(3) (Fig. 5c). Both Tg and
DHnr are network connectivity determined properties of
glasses, and the lowering of the slope dTg/dx and the
DHnr term at x > xc(3) reflects loss of network connectiv-
ity due to demixing of some of the excess Ge
(at x > xc(3)) from the backbone. In a COCRN model
of these glasses, one expects stoichiometric glass at
x = 33.33% to be chemically ordered.

As the Ge content of the glasses x exceeds 26%,
the ES/CS fraction is found to increase (Fig. 8d),
which provides evidence of a characteristic cluster based
on the 2D form of GeSe2 nucleating. This cluster was
first introduced to account for chemical phase separa-
tion of the stoichiometric bulk GeSe2 glass.59 In a-
GeSe2, this cluster consists of pairs of ES tetrahedra
that crosslink chains of CS ones, with an “ideal” ES/CS
fraction of 0.5. The evidence that such a reconstructed
cluster forms60 at x > 32% in the glasses has come not
only from the ES/CS fraction rapidly increasing
towards that ideal value as x approaches 33.33% but
also from the Raman vibrational signature of the Se–Se
dimers that dress the edge of such a cluster. Late Pro-
fessor Murase60 showed that the mode near 246/cm in
a GeSe2 glass represents the Se–Se stretch of the
dimers. A perusal of the Raman lineshapes of the pres-
ent glasses (Fig. 1), shows that this particular mode,
and a corresponding mode associated with Ge-Ge
bonds to simultaneously grow in the 31% <
x < 33.33% range as the network progressively
demixes. These optical data confirm the nanoscale
phase segregation of these glasses noted earlier in 129I
Mössbauer spectroscopy measurements,57 which showed
evidence of a finite concentration of I-Se bonds persist-
ing all the way to x = 33.33%. Independently, first-
Principles MD simulations of liquid61,62 and glassy
GeSe2 reveal pre-peaks in the pair distribution func-

tions gGeGe and gSeSe, which are indicative of homopo-
lar bonding. In summary, the present thermal
measurements on Tg and DHnr(x) along with earlier
Raman and Mössbauer spectroscopy23,57 results provide
persuasive evidence for onset of nanoscale phase separa-
tion in the present binary once x > xc(3) = 31.5%.

Conclusions

Thermal, optical, and mechanical properties of
homogeneous GexSe100-x glasses reveal sharply defined
rigidity transition near xc(1) = 19.5(5)% and stress tran-
sition near xc(2) = 26.0(5)%, with optical elastic power-
laws in the Intermediate Phase (IP: 19.5% < x < 26.0%)
of p1 = 1.10(10), and in the stressed-rigid phase
(x > 26.0%) of p2

CS = 1.50(3). These experiments sup-
ported by theory show present glasses to be intrinsically
nanostructured displaying several distinct regimes of vari-
ation; at low x (<15%), Ge randomly cross-links Sen-
chains in the elastically flexible phase. But starting near
x > 15%, a non-stochastic variation of glass structure is
manifested that continues through the IP (20%
< x < 26%). In the IP networks acquire new functional-
ities including dynamical reversibility and non-aging,
physical properties that one associates with self-organiza-
tion. At higher x (26% < x < 31%) networks continue
to be fully polymerized and are elastically stressed-rigid.
At still higher x (>31.5%) networks segregate into
Ge-rich and Se-rich nanophases. Melts containing traces
of water homogenize much quicker than their dry
counterparts but their physical properties including Tg,
DHnr, Vm are found to be measurably different from
their dry counterparts. Rigidity theory has proved to
be an invaluable tool to understanding the complex
structural behavior of chalcogenide glasses,49 modified
oxides,49 and solid electrolyte glasses.49

The real and imaginary parts of the specific heat
Cp(x), as a function of modulation frequency x, have
been studied using m-DSC. Compositional variation of
melt fragility close to Tg were examined in the specially
prepared homogeneous melt/glass samples. Results63

show melt-fragility, m(x) to display a global minimum
near x = 23%. The fragility window coincides with the
reversibility window centroid in composition space x.
The result illustrates that glass compositions in the
reversibility window give rise to strong melts, while
compositions outside the reversibility window to fragile
melts.
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